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Summary of changes

The IBM® Heat Map Transfer Utility guide introduces the following new
enhancement. Technical changes or additions to the text and illustrations are
indicated by a vertical line to the left of the change.

Changed Information

The heat map transfer utility supports Metro Global Mirror replication in addition
to Metro Mirror, Global Copy, and Global Mirror functions. For more information,
see Chapter 1, “Easy Tier Heat Map Transfer Utility,” on page 1.
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Chapter 1. Easy Tier Heat Map Transfer Utility

A heat map is a workload activity metric that is calculated for each extent in a
logical volume. The workload activity is expressed as a temperature gradient from
hot (high activity) to cold (low activity). Use of the heat map transfer utility
requires the Easy Tier® monitoring function to be enabled at each of the primary
and secondary storage systems that are involved in the heat map transfer.

The heat map transfer utility periodically transfers Easy Tier heat map information
from primary to secondary storage systems. The secondary storage system
generates migration plans based on the heat map data and (the secondary storage
system's) current physical configuration. In this way, the performance
characteristics of the secondary storage are consistently updated to reflect that of
primary storage. Multiple secondary storage systems are supported. Alternatively,
you can have multiple primary storage systems that are associated with a single
secondary storage system. It is recommended that the secondary storage system
has the same physical configuration as the primary storage system. Secondary
storage systems are then workload optimized based on primary storage system
usage, with no performance penalties if data recovery is necessary.

Note: Currently, the heat map transfer utility does not support replicating tier
assignment instructions of the Easy Tier Application from the primary to secondary
storage systems. To reflect the same tier assignment on the secondary storage
systems, issue the same tier assignment commands on the secondary storage
systems.

Data that occurs in the I/O cache layer (including the storage and server-side
cache) is not monitored by Easy Tier and not reflected in an Easy Tier heat map.

If a workload failover occurs, the secondary storage system:
v Uses the heat map data that is transferred from the primary storage system.
v Maintains performance levels equivalent to the primary storage system while the

primary storage system is unavailable.

Note: Without the same physical configuration, a secondary storage site is able to
replicate the heat map data, but is unlikely to be able to replicate the performance
characteristics of the primary storage system.

The heat map transfer utility runs either on a separate Windows or Linux host, or
on Tivoli® Storage Productivity Center for Replication. From the host, the heat map
transfer utility accesses the primary and secondary storage sites by using an
out-of-band IP connection. Transfer of heat map data occurs through the heat map
transfer utility host, as illustrated in Figure 1 on page 2.
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The heat map transfer utility imports the heat map data from the primary storage
system, and analyzes this data to:
v Identify those volumes that have a peer-to-peer remote client (PPRC)

relationship.
v Determine the type of PPRC relationship that exists. The relationship can be

Metro Mirror, Global Copy, Global Mirror, or Metro Global Mirror.

In a Metro Global Mirror environment, DS8000 storage systems can be added
under the heat map transfer utility management. Under this management, the heat
map transfer utility treats the systems as Metro Mirror plus Global Mirror (Global
Copy and FlashCopy) relationships. The utility detects the Metro Mirror and
Global Mirror relationships automatically and performs the heat map data transfer
for the relationships on the systems separately.

There are restrictions in a heat map transfer in Metro Global Mirror environment.
For example, assume volumes A, B, C and D, where:
v Volume A is the Metro Mirror primary (or source) volume
v Volume B is the Metro Mirror secondary (or target) volume and Global Mirror

primary volume at the same time.
v Volume C is the Global Mirror secondary volume and FlashCopy source volume

at the same time. The FlashCopy target volume is referred to as the D volume.
– Heat map data is transferred only from volumes A and B and volumes B and

C. No heat map data is transferred to the volume D copy or any additional
test copies that you create.

– Heat map data that is transferred to volume C might lag for a maximum of
36 hours from volume A. After the transfer to volumes A and B is complete, it
might take a maximum of 24 hours (the default Easy Tier heat map data
generation interval) for volume B to generate heat map data. There is a
12-hour interval (the default heat map transfer interval) for the volumes B
and C data transfer.

The heat map information for the selected volumes is then periodically copied
from the primary storage system to the heat map transfer utility host (default copy

Figure 1. Flow of heat map data
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period is 12 hours). The heat-map-transfer utility determines the target secondary
storage system that is based on PPRC volume mapping. The utility transfers the
heat-map data to the associated secondary storage systems. The heat-map data is
then imported to the secondary storage system, and Easy Tier migration plans are
generated based on the imported and existing heat map. Finally, the result of the
heat map transfer is recorded (in memory and to a file).

To enable heat map transfer, the heat-map transfer-control switch that is on the
secondary storage system needs to be enabled -ethmtmode enabled. This is the
default mode. Use the DSCLI command chsi to enable or disable heat map
transfer:
chsi -ethmtmode enable | disable

The scope of heat map transfer is determined by the Easy Tier automatic mode
setting:
v To automatically transfer the heat map data and manage data placement for

logical volumes in multi-tiered pools, use the Easy Tier control default settings
(-etmonitor automode, -etautomode tiered).

v To automatically transfer the heat map data and manage data placement for
logical volumes in all pools, use the Easy Tier control settings (-etmonitor all,
-etautomode all).

Note: For PPRC relationships by using Global Mirror, Easy Tier manages data
placement of the Global Copy target and FlashCopy® source only, and does not
manage data placement for a FlashCopy target that is involved in the Global
Mirror relationship.

If you do not have an Easy Tier license, and want to run an Easy Tier evaluation
on both the primary and secondary storage systems, set the Easy Tier control on
both storage systems to "monitor only" (-etmonitor all). The heat map transfer
utility then automatically transfers the heat map data and uses this data to
generate an Easy Tier report, without changing the data layout on either of the
storage systems.
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Chapter 2. Requirements

Installation and operating requirements are described in this section.

Supported hardware

The Easy Tier Heat Map Transfer Utility can be installed on the X86 or X86_64
platforms.

Supported operating systems

The heat map transfer utility can be installed on the following operating systems:

Windows
Microsoft Windows XP (X86), Microsoft Windows 7 (X86, X86_64)

Microsoft Windows Server 2003 (X86_64)

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 (X86_64)

Linux

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) AS release 4 (X86, X86_64) or later
SUSE Enterprise Linux 11 (X86) or later

Networking

The host for the heat map transfer utility must have an IP network connection to
every DS8000® storage system that is to be monitored by the heat map transfer
utility.

Host ports

The DS Network Interface server on the Hardware Management Console (HMC) is
accessed by a number of IBM applications, including the heat map transfer utility,
that use a DS Network Interface client.

If your storage system is configured to conform with NIST SP 800-131A, the DS
Network Interface client R7.2 and later automatically uses the NIST SP 800-131A
certificate with DS8000 systems that are running R7.2 and later. The DS Network
Interface client for R7.2 connects to the DS Network Interface server for R7.2 on
port 1751.

If the DS Network Interface client is not enabled to support NIST SP 800-131A, the
DS Network Interface server will attempt to use port 1751 first. If the connection
fails, the DS Network Interface server will attempt to use port 1750. If port 1750 is
disabled on the HMC R7.2, the DS Network Interface clients for R7.1.x or earlier
cannot connect to the DS Network Interface server for R7.2.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2013, 2015 5
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Chapter 3. Easy Tier Heat Map Transfer Utility installation

The Easy Tier Heat Map Transfer Utility can be installed through the graphical,
console, or unattended (silent) mode.

Download the heat map transfer utility package from IBM support: Fix Central
(IBM Support: Fix Central (www.ibm.com/support/fixcentral/) )

To install the Easy Tier Heat Map Transfer Utility on Linux, you must first mount
the ISO installation file.

Note: The installers for the supported host systems are in the following directories:
v Linux (RedHat, SUSE): IMAGES\HeatMapTransferUtility\Disk1\InstData\Linux\

VM\install.bin.
v Windows: IMAGES\HeatMapTransferUtility\Disk1\InstData\Windows\VM\

install.exe.

From the command line interface, use the -i flag to specify a user interface mode
for the installation. For instance, -i [graphical | console | silent]. The default
installation mode is graphical. You do not have to specify the mode in the
command unless you want to use something other than the default mode.

In console mode, type back to return to the previous screen, or quit to exit the
installation. Some operating systems require restarting after installation is
completed. If necessary, open a new command prompt window to start a heat map
transfer utility session.

Installing the heat map transfer utility through graphical mode
You can install the heat map transfer utility on your system through the graphical
mode.

To install using the graphical mode, start the setup file for your operating system
located in the ISO file. You can find the platform directory containing the setup file
for your operating system at IMAGES\HeatMapTransferUtility\Disk1\InstData

To verify the installation:
1. Check the following directories on your operating system:

v Linux (RedHat, SUSE): /opt/IBM/hmtu
v Windows (32-bit): C:\Program Files\IBM\hmtu

2. Change your directory to that of the application and start the heat map transfer
utility through the following action according to your operating system:
Linux (RedHat, SUSE): issue ./hmtu.sh in the terminal.
Windows: double-click hmtu.exe

3. Enter the help command in the utility window and ensure that the heat map
transfer commands are displayed.

4. Enter the exit command to exit the utility window.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2013, 2015 7
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Installing the heat map transfer utility through console mode
You can install the heat map transfer utility on your system through the console
mode.

Complete this task to install the heat map transfer utility on your system through
the console mode. The console mode is primarily used for installations on a Linux
operating system without an X display. You can run the installer from a command
prompt on a Windows operating system.

From the command line, use the -i flag to specify a user interface mode for
installation. For instance, -i [graphical | console | silent]. The default
installation mode is graphical. You do not have to specify the mode in the
command unless you want to use something other than the default mode.

While in console mode, you can type back to return to the previous screen, or quit
to exit the installation. You can install the application through the graphical mode
with an installation wizard. Some operating systems require restarting after
installation is completed. If necessary, open a new command prompt window to
start a heat map transfer utility session.

To install using the console mode:

Open a command prompt and run the installation file located in the ISO, using the
"-i console" flag for console mode. For example, the Windows command is:
install.exe -i console. You can find the setup file for your operating system at
IMAGES\HeatMapTransferUtility\Disk1\InstData.

You can verify whether the application installed successfully on your system by
using the same post-requisite steps as for the graphic mode installation.

Installing the heat map transfer utility through silent mode
You can install the heat map transfer utility on your system through the silent
mode.

Using the silent mode, you can install the application from the command-line
interface without prompts or feedback by using the predefined settings included in
a saved configuration file.

Use the following steps to install silent mode on either the Linux or Windows
operating system:
1. Open a command prompt as an administrator.
2. Depending on your operating system (Linux or Windows), create a properties

file by using information that is similar to the following sample
install.properties file.

Linux
[root@x3650-07 itso_admin]# more install.properties
# This file was built by the Replay feature of InstallAnywhere.
# It contains variables that were set by Panels, Consoles or Custom Code.
#Indicate whether the license agreement been accepted
#----------------------------------------------------
LICENSE_ACCEPTED=TRUE
#Choose Install Folder
#---------------------
USER_INSTALL_DIR=/opt/IBM/hmtu
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#Choose Link Location
#--------------------
USER_SHORTCUTS=/root
[root@x3650-07 itso_admin]#

Windows
# Mon May 27 12:24:20 CST 2013
# Replay feature output
# ---------------------
# This file was built by the Replay feature of InstallAnywhere.
# It contains variables that were set by Panels, Consoles or

Custom Code.
#Indicate whether the license agreement been accepted
#----------------------------------------------------
LICENSE_ACCEPTED=TRUE
#Choose Install Folder
#---------------------
USER_INSTALL_DIR=C:\\Program Files (x86)\\IBM\\hmtu
#Choose Shortcut Folder
#----------------------
USER_SHORTCUTS= C:\\Users\\IBM_ADMIN\\AppData\\Roaming\\
Microsoft\\Windows\\Start Menu\\Programs\\hmtu

3. Run the installation file in the ISO download, by using the -i silent -f flag
for silent mode. For example:

Linux

a. Issue this command:
./install.bin -i silent -f /home/itso_admin/install.properties

b. Wait for the installation process to complete, as shown in the
following example.
root@x3650-07: ./install.bin -i silent -f /home/itso_admin/
install.properties
Preparing to install...
Extracting the JRE from the installer archive...
Unpacking the JRE...
Extracting the installation resources from the installer
archive...
Configuring the installer for this system’s environment...
Launching installer...
Preparing SILENT Mode Installation...

=============================================================
hmtu (created with InstallAnywhere)
-------------------------------------------------------------
=============================================================
Installing...
-------------
[==================|==================|=====================]
[------------------|------------------|---------------------]

Installation Complete.
root@x3650-07:

Windows
Issue this command:
install.exe -i silent -f "C:\Users\IBM_ADMIN\install.properties"

4. Optionally, a configuration file can be generated in a non-silent mode. You can
then use this configuration file in subsequent silent installations. Use the
following steps to collect and modify the saved installation options:
a. Issue the setup command by using the -r outputfile option. For example,

install.exe -r "<user folder>\install.properties" This generates a
sample of the installation option file, the install.properties in this
example, including all installation settings.
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b. Modify the settings in the install.properties file as needed.
c. Use this generated configuration file for future installations by entering: -f

outputfile to designate the input properties files as described above.
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Chapter 4. Easy Tier Heat Map Transfer Utility operations

After you install the heat map transfer utility, you are ready to start using the
utility.

Use this procedure and examples as guides to help you use the heat map transfer
utility commands in your environment.
1. Issue the adddev command to make your primary and secondary DS8870

systems known to the heat map transfer utility.
a. hmtu> adddev -hmc1 9.111.14.48 -user admin -passwd passw0rd -dev

IBM.2107-75ZA571

The following output displays:

Date/Time: 2013-03-27 11:20:48 IBM HMTU Version: 7.7.10.207
GUSS00000I The device <id = IBM.2107-75ZA571> was added successfully.

b. hmtu> adddev -hmc1 9.111.14.49 -user admin -passwd passw0rd -dev
IBM.2107-75ZA181

The following output displays:

Date/Time: 2013-03-27 11:21:49 IBM HMTU Version: 7.7.10.207
GUSS00000I The device <id = IIBM.2107-75ZA181> was added successfully.

2. Issue the manageserver command to start the process of managing your heat
map data automatically.
a. hmtu> manageserver -action start

The following output displays:

Date/Time: 2013-03-27 11:23:41 IBM HMTU Version: 7.7.10.207
GUSS00004I The Heat Map Transfer server is started.

3. Issue the lsdev command to check the connection status of your storage
systems.
a. hmtu> lsdev -checkconn

The connection status should display Running:

Date/Time: 2013-03-27 11:24:11 IBM HMTU Version: 7.7.10.207
DevId HMC1 HMC2 User ConnStatus
==============================================================================
IBM.2107-75ZA571 9.111.14.48 admin Running
IBM.2107-75ZA181 9.111.14.49 admin Running

b. Issue the showserver command to display when the next heat map data
transfer will occur.
The following output displays:

Date/Time: 2013-03-27 11:24:42 IBM HMTU Version: 7.7.10.207
ServerStartTime 2013-03-27 11:23:39
ServerRunningStatus Sleeping
XferInterval(min) 720
NextXferStartTime(Estimated) 2013-03-27 14:25:00

4. After the first heat map transfer is complete, issue the lshmt command to check
the heat map data transfer results.
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The following output displays (shown as separate results for space
considerations):

Date/Time: 2013-03-27 14:55:15 IBM HMTU Version: 7.7.10.207

PrimaryDev SecondaryDev TotalXferTimes SuccessfulXferTimes FailedXferTimes
======================================================================================
IBM.2107-75ZA571 IBM.2107-75ZA181 1 1 0

LastResult LastStartTime LastDuration(sec)
======================================================================================
SUCCESS 2013-03-27 14:30:09 239

5. Issue the manageserver command to initiate an immediate transfer operation
instead of waiting for the next scheduled automatic transfer to occur.
a. hmtu> manageserver -action xfer

The following output displays:

Date/Time: 2013-03-27 14:56:14 IBM HMTU Version: 7.7.10.207
GUSS00005I The Heat Map Transfer is started.

Otherwise, the automatic heat map data transfer is processed, by default,
every 12 hours. The showserver command displays the heat map transfer
status:

Date/Time: 2013-03-27 15:38:29 IBM HMTU Version: 7.7.10.207
ServerStartTime 2013-03-27 11:23:39
ServerRunningStatus Sleeping
XferInterval(min) 720
NextXferStartTime(Estimated) 2013-03-28 02:30:00

Note: The Storage Tier Advisor Tool (STAT), when applied to the secondary
DS8870 system, will display the Learning Strategy status as "Base on Remote" (as
shown in Figure 2 on page 13) for the respective replication target volumes.
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Chapter 5. CLI Commands

This section contains commands for the operation of the Easy Tier Heat Map
Transfer Utility.

The following commands are available:

adddev The adddev command adds a storage system to the heat map transfer
utility.

chdev The chdev command modifies the heat map transfer utility for a storage
system.

chserver
The chserver command sets a starting time for heat map transfer utility
transfer operations to begin.

exit | quit
The exit or quit command ends the current heat map transfer utility
session.

help The help command allows you to list detailed usage information about the
specified heat map transfer utility command.

lsdev The lsdev command lists the configuration and status information of all
the storage systems managed by the heat map transfer utility.

lshmt The lshmt command queries and displays the data transfer results for the
peer-to-peer remote client relationships (PPRC) that are defined for the
storage system.

Figure 2. Volume Heat Distribution information
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manageserver
The manageserver command issues a heat map transfer utility service start,
stop or immediately initiates a transfer operation.

rmdev The rmdev command removes a storage system from heat map transfer
utility management.

showserver
The showserver command displays the status of the heat map transfer
utility service.

ver The showserver command displays the version of the heat map transfer
utility.

For information about heat map transfer messages, see the IBM DS8000 series
online product documentation(www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
ST8NCA/product_welcome/ds8000_kcwelcome.html).

adddev
The adddev command adds a storage system to the heat map transfer utility. Once
added, heat map data is transferred to or from the storage system, if valid
peer-to-peer remote client relationships (PPRC) exist for the storage system. The
connection to the storage system is not tested.

�� adddev -dev dev_id
-help
-h
?

�

� -hmc1 hmc1_addr -user name -passwd password
-hmc2 hmc2_addr

��

Parameters

-help | -h | -?
(Optional) Displays heat map transfer utility help for this command.

-dev dev_id
(Required) Specifies the identifier of the storage facility image.

-hmc1 hmc1_addr
(Required) Specifies the IP address of the hardware management console
(HMC) for the storage system.

-hmc2 hmc2_addr
(Optional) Specifies the IP address of a secondary HMC) for the storage
system.

-user name
(Required) Specifies the name of the user authorized to log into the storage
system.

-passwd password
(Required) Specifies the password of the user authorized to log into the storage
system.
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chdev
The chdev command modifies an existing storage system that is under
management of the heat map transfer utility. Use the chdev command to update
the heat map transfer utility when the connection information for the storage
system has changed.

�� chdev -dev dev_id
-help
-h
?

�

�
-hmc1 hmc1_addr -hmc2 hmc2_addr -user name -passwd password

��

Parameters

-help | -h | -?
(Optional) Displays the heat map transfer utility help for this command.

-dev dev_id
(Required) Specifies the identifier of the storage facility image.

-hmc1 hmc1_addr
(Optional) Specifies the IP address of the hardware management console
(HMC) for the storage system.

-hmc2 hmc2_addr
(Optional) Specifies the IP address of a secondary HMC for the storage system.

-user user_name
(Optional) Specifies the name of the user authorized to log into the storage
system.

-passwd user_password
(Optional) Specifies the password of the user authorized to log into the storage
system.

chserver
The chserver command sets the starting time for the heat map transfer utility
transfer operations to begin. By default, the initial transfer operation begins twelve
hours after the heat map transfer service is started.

�� chserver
-help -hmtstarttime hh:mm:ss
-h
?

��

Parameters

-help | -h | -?
(Optional) Displays the heat map transfer utility help for this command.

-hmtstarttime hh:mm:ss
(Required) Specifies the time (24-hour format) for heat map transfer utility
transfer operations to begin.
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exit | quit
The exit or quit command ends the current heat map transfer utility session.

�� exit
quit

��

help
The help command allows you to list detailed usage information about the
specified heat map transfer utility command.

�� help adddev
chdev
chserver
exit
lsdev
lshmt
manageserver
quit
rmdev
showserver
ver

��

Parameters

-command_name
(Optional) Specifies the command for which detailed usage information is
needed.

lsdev
The lsdev command lists the connection and status information of all storage
systems managed by the heat map transfer utility.

�� lsdev
-help -checkconn
-h
?

��

Parameters

-help | -h | -?
(Optional) Displays the heat map transfer utility help for this command.

-checkconn
(Optional) Indicates whether to query the system for the connection status and
display the result. If unspecified, a dash ("-") is displayed as the value for the
ConnStatus (connection status) field.

Example: lsdev –checkconn

DevId HMC1 HMC2 ConnStatus UserName
IBM.2107-75NR551 address.com address.com Running admin
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Report field definitions for ConnStatus (connection status)

Running
Indicates that the storage system is connected with heat map transfer
enabled.

- Indicates that the heat map transfer utility does not query the connection
status from the heat map transfer service.

Not Available
Indicates that the heat map transfer feature is not enabled on the storage
system. This can be due to the heat map transfer feature being disabled or
not installed, or the Easy Tier feature disabled.

Authentication fail
Indicates that the connection was established but the specified user name
or password criteria was invalid.

Cannot connect
Indicates that a connection to the storage system could not be established
because the host cannot be reached.

IP Invalid
Indicates that either the IP address (hmc1) or the secondary IP address
(hmc2) are not assigned to the same storage system.

DevId Invalid
Indicates that the identifier provided for the storage facility image is not
consistent with the actual one of the storage system.

Invalid
Indicates that a connection cannot be established to the storage system for
other, unknown reasons.

lshmt
The lshmt command issues a query to the heat map transfer utility for the data
transfer results for all of the peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) relationships being
monitored by the heat map transfer utility. The resulting report is then displayed.
Use the lshmt command to audit or troubleshoot heat map transfers.

�� lshmt
-help
-h
?

��

Example: lshmt

Date/Time: 2013-02-25 15:31:04 IBM HMTU: 1.0.0.0
PrimaryDev IBM.2107-75ZH551
SecondaryDev IBM.2107-75ZH551
TotalXferTimes 1
SuccessfulXferTimes 1
FailedXferTimes 0
LastResult SUCCESS
LastStartTime 2013-03-21
lastDuration(sec) 19:57:53 364
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Report field definitions

PrimaryDev
Indicates the identifier of the storage facility image of the primary site.

SecondaryDev
Indicates the storage facility image ID of the secondary site.

TotalXferTimes
Indicates the total number of data transfers within the PPRC relationship.

SuccessfulXferTimes
Indicates the total number of successful data transfers within the PPRC
relationship.

FailedXferTimes
Indicates the total number of failed data transfers within the PPRC
relationship.

LastResult
A shortened name indicating the success or failure of the last data transfer.
(See Table 1 for these names and explanations.)

LastStartTime
Indicates the last data transfer start time.

LastDuration
Indicates the last data transfer stop time and duration (in seconds).

Result codes

Table 1. Result codes and explanations for lshmt command output.

Code Explanation

SUCCESS Data transfer successful.

UNKNOWN An unknown error occurred.

INVALID_SRC Invalid source device.

INVALID_TGT Invalid target device.

CON_SRC_FAIL Source device connection failed. For more information, see
“lsdev” on page 16 lsdev -checkconn.

CON_TGT_FAIL Target device connection failed. For more information, see
“lsdev” on page 16 lsdev -checkconn.

PULL_FAIL The attempt to import the heat map data from the primary
storage system failed.

PUSH_FAIL The attempt to export the heat map data to the secondary
storage system failed.

SRC_DATA_INVALID The heat map data from the primary storage system failed
validation.

TGT_DATA_INVALID The results of the heat map transfer to the secondary storage
system were invalid.

SRC_NOT_SUPPORT The source device does not support the heat map transfer
feature.

TGT_NOT_SUPPORT The target device does not support the heat map transfer feature.

TIME_OUT A timeout occurred during the heat map transfer.

PPRC_NOT_EXIST The storage system does not have a peer-to-peer remote client
(PPRC) relationship.
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Table 1. Result codes and explanations for lshmt command output. (continued)

Code Explanation

PPRC_INVALID The current peer-to-peer remote client (PPRC) relationship for
the storage system is invalid.

manageserver
The manageserver command processes a heat map transfer utility service start,
stop, or transfer operation.

�� manageserver
-help
-h
?

-action start
stop
xfer

��

Parameters

-help | -h | -?
(Optional) Displays the heat map transfer utility help for this command.

-action
(Required) Indicates that the following keyword is a heat map transfer utility
action to be performed. One of the optional commands must be specified.

start
(Optional) Starts the heat map transfer service. The peer-to-peer remote copy
(PPRC) relationships are automatically detected.

stop
(Optional) Stops the heat map transfer service.

xfer
(Optional) Immediately initiates a heat map transfer operation. If the heat map
transfer service is not running (the start command has not been issued), an
error message is returned. If the heat map transfer service is currently doing a
transfer, the transfer request is ignored and an error message returned. By
default, the initial transfer operation begins twelve hours after the heat map
transfer service is started.

rmdev
The rmdev command removes a storage system from management by the heat map
transfer utility. Once removed, heat map data no longer will be transferred to or
from the storage system.

�� rmdev -dev dev_id
-help
-h
?

��

Parameters

-help | -h | -?
(Optional) Displays the heat map transfer utility help for this command.
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-dev dev_id
(Required) Specifies the identifier of the storage facility image to be removed.

showserver
The showserver command displays the current status of the heat map transfer
utility service. The fields displayed are: serverStartTime, xferInterval,
nextXferStartTime, and serverRunningStatus. The serverRunningStatus values can
be: sleeping, inactive, or xfer in progress.

�� showserver
-help
-h
?

��

Example: showserver

Date/Time: 2013-03-21 20:23:11 IBM HMTU Version: 7.7.10.214
ServerStartTime 2013-03-21 19:57:39
ServerRunningStatus Sleeping
XferInterval(min) 720
NextXferStartTime(Estimated) 2013-03-22 07:57:39

Report field definitions

ServerStartTime
The time the heat map transfer service started.

ServerRunningStatus
The heat map transfer service running status can be any of the following:
v In Progress

Indicates that a heat map transfer is currently in progress.
v Sleeping

Indicates that the heat map transfer service is waiting for the next heat
map transfer.

v Inactive
Indicates that the heat map transfer service is not started.

XferInterval
The number of minutes until the next heat map transfer. The default time
is 12 hours (720 minutes).

NextXferStartTime
The estimated time of the next heat map transfer.

ver
The ver command displays the version of the Heat Map Transfer Utility.

�� ver
-help
-h
?

��

Example: ver
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Date/Time: 2013-03-21 17:03:12 IBM HMTU Version: 7.7.10.191
IBM Heat Map Transfer 7.7.10.191
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Chapter 6. Uninstalling the heat map transfer utility

You can uninstall the heat map transfer utility from your system.

For Windows, you can optionally use the Add/Remove Programs tool to remove
the heat map transfer utility from your system.

The uninstaller program is located in the installation directory. Use the Uninstall
command to remove the heat map transfer utility.

From the command-line interface, enter the directory path, the Uninstall
command, and (optionally) the parameter -i to specify an uninstall mode
(graphical, console, or silent). If the -i parameter is not specified, the uninstall
mode defaults to graphical mode. For example, to uninstall the heat map transfer
utility from Windows using silent mode, the command is:
installation_directory/Uninstall hmtu.exe -i silent.
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not give you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing
Legal and Intellectual Property Law
IBM Japan, Ltd.
3-2-12, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo
106-8711 Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATIONS "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
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IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurement may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to
change before the products described become available.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com® are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the web at Copyright and
trademark information at www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.

Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States,
and/or other countries.

Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.

Linux is a trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other countries, or
both.

Microsoft, Windows, and Windows NT are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in
the United States, other countries, or both.

Intel, Intel logo, Intel Inside, Intel Inside logo, Intel Centrino, Intel Centrino logo,
Celeron, Intel Xeon, Intel SpeedStep, Itanium, and Pentium are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States
and other countries.
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UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other
countries.

InstallAnywhere is a trademark of Flexera Software Inc.

Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks
of others.

Homologation statement
This product may not be certified in your country for connection by any means
whatsoever to interfaces of public telecommunications networks. Further
certification may be required by law prior to making any such connection. Contact
an IBM representative or reseller for any questions.

Electronic emission notices
This section contains the electronic emission notices or statements for the United
States and other countries.

Federal Communications Commission Statement
This explains the Federal Communications Commission's (FCC’s) statement.

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A
digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to
provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is
operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can
radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with
the instruction manual, might cause harmful interference to radio communications.
Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful
interference, in which case the user will be required to correct the interference at
his own expense.

Properly shielded and grounded cables and connectors must be used in order to
meet FCC emission limits. IBM is not responsible for any radio or television
interference caused by using other than recommended cables and connectors, or by
unauthorized changes or modifications to this equipment. Unauthorized changes
or modifications could void the user's authority to operate the equipment.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the
following two conditions: (1) this device might not cause harmful interference, and
(2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that
might cause undesired operation.

Industry Canada Compliance Statement
This Class A digital apparatus complies with Canadian ICES-003.

Cet appareil numérique de la classe A est conform à la norme NMB-003 du
Canada.
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Australia and New Zealand Class A Statement

Attention: This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment this product
might cause radio interference in which case the user might be required to take
adequate measures.

European Union Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive
This product is in conformity with the protection requirements of European Union
(EU) Council Directive 2004/108/EC on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to electromagnetic compatibility. IBM cannot accept
responsibility for any failure to satisfy the protection requirements resulting from a
non-recommended modification of the product, including the fitting of non-IBM
option cards.

Attention: This is an EN 55022 Class A product. In a domestic environment this
product might cause radio interference in which case the user might be required to
take adequate measures.

Responsible Manufacturer:

International Business Machines Corp.
New Orchard Road
Armonk, New York 10504
914-499-1900

European community contact:

IBM Deutschland GmbH
Technical Regulations, Department M372
IBM-Allee 1, 71139 Ehningen, Germany
Tele: +49 7032 15-2941
Email: lugi@de.ibm.com

Germany Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive
Deutschsprachiger EU Hinweis: Hinweis für Geräte der Klasse A EU-Richtlinie
zur Elektromagnetischen Verträglichkeit

Dieses Produkt entspricht den Schutzanforderungen der EU-Richtlinie
2004/108/EG zur Angleichung der Rechtsvorschriften über die elektromagnetische
Verträglichkeit in den EU-Mitgliedsstaaten und hält die Grenzwerte der EN 55022
Klasse A ein.

Um dieses sicherzustellen, sind die Geräte wie in den Handbüchern beschrieben zu
installieren und zu betreiben. Des Weiteren dürfen auch nur von der IBM
empfohlene Kabel angeschlossen werden. IBM übernimmt keine Verantwortung für
die Einhaltung der Schutzanforderungen, wenn das Produkt ohne Zustimmung der
IBM verändert bzw. wenn Erweiterungskomponenten von Fremdherstellern ohne
Empfehlung der IBM gesteckt/eingebaut werden.

EN 55022 Klasse A Geräte müssen mit folgendem Warnhinweis versehen werden:

“Warnung: Dieses ist eine Einrichtung der Klasse A. Diese Einrichtung kann im
Wohnbereich Funk-Störungen verursachen; in diesem Fall kann vom Betreiber
verlangt werden, angemessene Mabnahmen zu ergreifen und dafür
aufzukommen.”
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Deutschland: Einhaltung des Gesetzes über die elektromagnetische
Verträglichkeit von Geräten

Dieses Produkt entspricht dem “Gesetz über die elektromagnetische Verträglichkeit
von Geräten (EMVG).” Dies ist die Umsetzung der EU-Richtlinie 2004/108/EG in
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland.

Zulassungsbescheinigung laut dem Deutschen Gesetz über die
elektromagnetische Verträglichkeit von Geräten (EMVG) (bzw. der EMC EG
Richtlinie 2004/108/EG) für Geräte der Klasse A

Dieses Gerät ist berechtigt, in übereinstimmung mit dem Deutschen EMVG das
EG-Konformitätszeichen - CE - zu führen.

Verantwortlich für die Einhaltung der EMV Vorschriften ist der Hersteller:

International Business Machines Corp.
New Orchard Road
Armonk,New York 10504
Tel: 914-499-1900

Der verantwortliche Ansprechpartner des Herstellers in der EU ist:

IBM Deutschland GmbH
Technical Regulations, Abteilung M372
IBM-Allee 1, 71139 Ehningen, Germany
Tele: +49 7032 15-2941
Email: lugi@de.ibm.com

: Das Gerät erfüllt die Schutzanforderungen nach EN 55024 und EN 55022
Klasse A.

People's Republic of China Class A Statement

Taiwan Class A Statement
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Taiwan Contact Information

This topic contains the product service contact information for Taiwan.
IBM Taiwan Product Service Contact Information:
IBM Taiwan Corporation
3F, No 7, Song Ren Rd., Taipei Taiwan
Tel: 0800-016-888

Japan Voluntary Control Council for Interference Class A
Statement

This explains the Japan Voluntary Control Council for Interference (VCCI)
statement.

Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries
Association Statement

This explains the Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries
Association (JEITA) statement for less than or equal to 20 A per phase.

This explains the JEITA statement for greater than 20 A per phase.

Korean Communications Commission Class A Statement
This explains the Korean Communications Commission (KCC) statement.
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Russia Electromagnetic Interference Class A Statement
This statement explains the Russia Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) statement.
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